
  Jerry Krueger/Black Hills NF 2:hi all - we'll use this chatbox for questions and comments 
  Jerry Krueger/Black Hills NF 2:members of the public will not have access to the chatbox 
  Jerry Krueger/Black Hills NF 2:a transcript of the chatbox will be part of the meeting record 
  Scott Jacobson:Slide should be on Danielle 
  Jerry Krueger/Black Hills NF 2:thanks everyone for your patience as we improve each time with the 
virtual format 
  Jerry Krueger/Black Hills NF 2:reminder to keep your phone muted unless you are speaking to the 
group 
  Tiesha Street:Not sure who is moving slides, but it's moving for all in the meeting. :) 
  Alice Allen/NFAB:How about adding a photo contest of pics taken n Norbeck this summer. Folks can do 
that while social distancig 
  Sara Erickson/Black Hills NF:Great idea, Alice.   
  Paul Pierson:Sara, I would alsorecommend reaching out to SD Project Learning Tree with outdoor ed 
for youth 
  Sara Erickson/Black Hills NF:Thanks, Paul.  Do you have a good contact there I could call? 
  Paul Pierson:I will email that to you 
  Sara Erickson/Black Hills NF:Thanks! 
  Andrew K. Johnson/Black Hills NF:Thats a great suggestion Paul, thank you! 
  Katie Murray 2:Are there 2 PoO's because they are on different districts or are they actually different 
projects? 
  Katie Murray 2:Would they just do one NEPA or 2 then? 
  Katie Murray 2:Yes, thank you! 
  Mary Zimmerman/NFAB:Under new planning rule, how is sustainability determined?  ...wondering 
about bridge period and development of new forest plan. 
  Alice Allen/NFAB:What is the timeline for the TSS WG? 
  Jerry Krueger/Black Hills NF:oops, reonsponses out on Friday the 17th 
  Mary Zimmerman/NFAB:At risk of being off-topic: can we have an update on the implementation of 
BHRL?  The rate of progress on comercial harvests, thinning of young trees, and prescribed burns.  If not 
today, perhaps at the May NFAB meeting? 
  Mary Zimmerman/NFAB:For that matter how about forest monitoring? 
  Ben Wudtke:My hand is up 
  Paul Pierson:I think I'm back 
  Ben Wudtke:Topics, yes.  NFAB should operate autonomously to use data and assumptions of their 
choice, which may be informed by the FS.   
  Mary Zimmerman/NFAB:When will forest monitoring take place given that hasn't happened since 
2014. It see 
  Dick Brown:Fully agree with Danielle 
  Mary Zimmerman/NFAB:seems difficult for the WG to discuss HSS without the monitoring on many 
items. 
  Paul Pierson:We can address the assumptions in the working group 
  Alice Allen/NFAB:At the end of the meeting I would like to know the current status of the motorized 
trails...open or closed at the moment?? 
  Mary Zimmerman/NFAB:hand up here 
  Dick Brown:Well done BHFS team 
  Patty Brown/Off-Road Riders - Altermate:Did I miss it. Did anyone answer Alice's question ? 
  Alice Allen/NFAB:Thank you! 
  Patty Brown/Off-Road Riders - Altermate:Thank you 
 


